One of antitrust law’s primary concerns is prohibiting firms with market power from using that power to eliminate rivals or protect themselves from competition. Courts and commentators have coined the word predation to describe such behaviour. Predation takes two forms, price or nonprice. With price predation a predator sells its products at a loss so as to drive its victims from the market, then increases prices to recoup its losses and reap monopoly profits.

Nonprice predation involves a predator acting so as to raise its rivals’ or potential rivals’ costs. This forces the rivals to raise their price. Such action enables the predator to do likewise and make a profit. Under certain circumstances the predator can gain exclusionary market power and thus indirectly power over price. This creates inefficiencies and reduces consumer welfare. Despite commentators having long realised that raising rivals’ costs can cause anticompetitive harm, courts and commentators have focused mainly on price predation. The reason was that no one had developed an economic model for courts to use to assess nonprice predation.

This has changed. Professors Steven Salop, Thomas Krattenmaker and David Scheffman have developed a model of nonprice predation - the Raising Rivals’ Costs (RRC) model. They claim courts should analyse all types of nonprice predatory behaviour using the model as it offers advantages over conventional antitrust analysis. Dr Timothy Brennan has stated: “A good test for the usefulness of any new antitrust theory is whether it identifies bad practices that are currently legal without adding to the set of good practices that are inappropriately condemned.” This article will adopt that test to assess the RRC model’s proponents’ claims. Part I of this article introduces the concept of RRC and how it is a more attractive strategy than predatory pricing. Part II discusses Salop et al’s RRC model. To determine whether the model’s proponents’ claims are correct I will examine exclusive dealing using the model. Exclusive dealing is a paradigm RRC scenario. To that end Part III discusses the economics of exclusive dealing. Part IV examines the United States, Canadian and Australian case law on exclusive dealing. Part V applies the RRC model to a New Zealand case: Fisher & Paykel v Commerce Commission and discusses whether the model is of value. I argue it is and that had the High Court applied an RRC analysis it would have reached the same result. Part VI offers some conclusions.

I. RRC - INTRODUCTION

The phrase Raising Rivals’ Costs has entered the antitrust lawyer’s lexicon. Generally, it refers to the work of Salop, Krattenmaker and
Scheffman who have developed a model for examining predatory conduct. However, Salop et al did not invent the concept. Earlier commentators had argued Raising Rivals’ Costs could be anticompetitive. RRC is a form of nonprice predation. It is the most prominent theory of nonprice predation, but it is not the only one.

RRC is a form of strategic behaviour. This is conduct designed by the predator to decrease the attractiveness of the offers against which the predator must compete. The theory works as follows: the predator raises its victim’s costs by increasing the price of a critical input of its victim. This causes the victim to decrease its output. The predator raises the victim’s costs above market price, so making the victim’s business unprofitable.

Raising rivals’ costs can succeed even if the predator does not eliminate its rivals. Generally, a firm’s output decreases when its marginal cost increases. If a predator increases the marginal cost of all or most of its rivals, the decrease of the rivals’ supply will decrease market supply, thus raising the market price. This gives the predator three choices. It could:

(a) Keep its output constant and enjoy a higher market price.
(b) Expand its output to make up for the rivals’ decreased output and enjoy a greater share of the market at the original market price.
(c) Make up some, but not all, of the rivals’ reduced output and enjoy a greater share of a somewhat smaller market at a somewhat increased price.

RRC will not be plausible if market entry is easy. If increased prices lead to new firms entering, the predator will not earn long-term monopoly profits. However, a predator can raise the cost of prospective entrants, thus inhibiting entry. It can do this by abuse of judicial and administrative processes.

A predator can use RRC to raise the market price. It can also use RRC to prevent price from falling. For example, current producers may be threatened by the development of new products or new technology that would decrease the demand for their products, thereby effectively lowering the market price for their products. An RRC strategy would involve raising the costs of reaching the market for the new product or technology, thus stabilising price. Because RRC can lead to market prices rising or staying stable when they would otherwise fall, it is worthy of competition law concern.

Another reason for concern is that, unlike predatory pricing, RRC is a rational and plausible strategy. Predatory pricing involves a predator selling its product at a loss so as to drive its rivals from the market. The predator
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then increases prices to recoup its losses and reap monopoly profits.\textsuperscript{11} To be successful predatory pricing requires certain conditions. A predator must be able to eliminate its victims quickly because selling below cost is expensive. Not even the most well financed predator can sell below cost indefinitely and therefore predatory pricing is necessarily a temporary tactic. The victim must not have counterstrategies which enable it to survive the predatory pricing.\textsuperscript{12} Barriers to entry into the market must be high so that once the predator has eliminated its victim and started monopoly pricing, new entrants cannot enter quickly. The monopoly pricing will attract new entrants. Because of the rigorousness of these conditions predatory pricing is likely to be uncommon.

RRC, on the other hand, is a more plausible and attractive tactic.\textsuperscript{13} It does not involve the predator suffering significant short term losses. The tactic may inflict losses on the predator which are likely to be small in comparison to the costs the victim must face. A normal business arrangement may raise rivals’ costs. The tactic does not depend on the total exclusion of rivals for its success. The return from the strategy does not involve either an extended waiting period or the uncertainty inherent in predatory pricing. However, as with predatory pricing, RRC will be ineffective if market entry is easy. If supracompetitive prices induce entry, the predator cannot expect to earn long term supracompetitive profits. But, as mentioned above, the predator can use RRC against prospective entrants.

Liability for RRC must be imposed carefully. Not all conduct which raises rivals’ costs is anticompetitive. It may be extremely procompetitive. For example, an oven manufacturer may develop a wonder oven which enables duffers to cook meals worthy of Anton Mosimann. This will inevitably raise the costs of rival manufacturers who will have to spend significant amounts to develop a similar oven. They will probably also have to undertake extensive advertising and distribution programmes to sell their existing now outdated ovens. The new oven would give the originator manufacturer power over price in the sense it could sell the oven above marginal cost. Much normal competitive behaviour will raise rivals’ costs. For example, bidding for the services of a key employee will inevitably raise the cost of a rival who also wants the employee.\textsuperscript{14} Advertising will press rivals to spend more on their own advertising to maintain sales, thus increasing costs. Normal price cutting will often require rivals to spend more on product improvements to improve sales. Property rights in all forms tend to raise costs for those who do not own the property.\textsuperscript{15}

Normal rivalry demands that a firm keep its costs low. One way of doing this, is to acquire exclusive commitments from the lowest-cost suppliers. By excluding rivals from these suppliers, the firm has raised rivals’ costs. In certain, but not all, circumstances this is worthy of antitrust concern. To condemn such behaviour for simply raising rivals’ costs would be to condemn normal business behaviour. It would also ignore the efficiency enhancing benefits of actions that raise rivals’ costs. Thus, before imposing liability for raising rivals’ costs, certain criteria must be met. Any model which condemns raising rivals’ costs must distinguish between normal behaviour that unobjectionably raises rivals’ costs and behaviour which
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competition law should outlaw. It must explain how rivals' costs are raised and only impose liability when rivals' costs are raised for a significant time. The model should also take account of any efficiency explanations for action that raise rivals' costs. Krattenmaker and Salop have developed a model which they claim meets these criteria.

II. KRATTENMAKER AND SALOP’S MODEL OF RRC

A. The First Stage of the Model

Krattenmaker and Salop, in a seminal Yale Law Journal article, developed a model of RRC for courts to use. They argue that American courts' traditional analysis of tying arrangements, exclusive dealing, refusals to deal, group boycotts, vertical mergers and other exclusionary activities is economically incoherent and in disarray. A lack of a coherent economic model of anticompetitive exclusion has prevented courts from developing sound legal rules. RRC provides the proper underpinning for analysing these various practices. Courts should analyse these practices using an RRC framework. This involves courts applying a two-stage analysis which will permit them to devise rules that allow competition which benefits consumers, while deterring strategic behaviour which harms consumers.

First, one asks does the conduct unavoidably and significantly raise rivals' costs? If so, secondly, do the rivals' raised costs allow the predator to exercise market power, i.e., raise prices above the competitive level. Thus, the model inquires not only into injury to competitors (first step) but also into injury to competition (second step).

Courts should view all the types of exclusionary conduct as means of purchasing exclusionary rights (ER). An ER is a right to exclude competitors from equal access to inputs to their production or marketing process. For example, under an exclusive dealing agreement a retailer that contracts to be the exclusive outlet for a manufacturer has purchased the right to exclude competing retailers. When a particular retailer agrees to carry only one manufacturer's product, that manufacturer has purchased the right to exclude competing manufacturers. Thus, the purchaser of an ER may be the buyer or seller in the underlying transaction.

Under certain conditions, the purchaser of an ER can raise its rivals' costs enough to confer market power on it. Figure One shows the analytic framework.
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FIGURE ONE
BASIC ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

INPUT MARKET: RESTRAINED SUPPLIERS  UNRESTRAINED SUPPLIERS AND SUBSTITUTES  POTENTIAL ENTRANTS

OUTPUT MARKET: PURCHASER(S) OF EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS CONTRACTS (ERC’s)  EXCLUDED ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL RIVALS  UNEXCLUDED ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL COMPETITORS

CONSUMERS

Under this framework the ER contract has removed the restrained suppliers (ER contract sellers) as a source of input to the rivals of the firm that purchased the exclusive rights. Whether this has substantially raised rivals’ costs requires a court to consider the cost and availability of the input from the unrestrained suppliers and potential entrants and the availability of substitute input products. A court should then consider how significant the input is in the rivals’ overall cost structure. A court can then decide whether the rivals’ costs have been significantly and substantially increased. It should ignore those practices which only negligibly raise costs.

If a court decides a rivals’ costs are substantially increased, it then examines the output market to determine whether the predator can price above the competitive level. To do this a court should consider the extent of competition from excluded and unexcluded, actual and potential rivals and from the producers of substitute products.

The model postulates four ways in which the purchase of exclusive rights can raise costs.

1. Bottleneck:19

A predator can raise rivals’ costs by purchasing rights to all or most of the supply of a critical production unit. If substitute units are more expensive or less efficient, rivals will incur higher production costs. This gives rise to a
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bottleneck. Given that a rival has to buy more expensive substitutes, a court can directly measure the amount rivals’ costs are raised.

2. Real Foreclosure:20

Similarly, a predator may foreclose its rivals’ access to an input by purchasing such a large portion of the total supply that the rivals are forced to bid up the price of the remaining supply. A predator can limit supply by over-buying, i.e., buying more than it needs or obtaining an agreement from suppliers not to supply rivals, i.e., a “supply squeeze”.

Krattenmaker and Salop distinguish this from the bottleneck scenario because the bottleneck stems from the unique characteristics of the input involved, whereas real foreclosure stems from the limited availability of the input. Bottleneck forces rivals to substitute for the desired input whereas real foreclosure gives rivals the extra option of paying a higher price of the originally desired input.

However, this distinction does not seem valid. In both cases the rivals pay higher prices to buy an input. Whether the input is the one originally desired or a substitute, the cost of production still increases (in the latter case because the substitute is less efficient). The nature of the input only affects the amount of the price increase. Thus, bottleneck is just a special case of foreclosure.21

3. Cartel Ringmaster:22

“Some ER may enable the predator to induce suppliers to decrease the supply of an input (i.e., form a cartel) thus raising costs. The purchaser of the ER may be better able to organise a cartel than the suppliers themselves.”23

The predator organises the suppliers to form a cartel which decreases supplies to the predator’s rivals. This raises the rivals’ costs.

However, the problem of cheating remains as with any cartel. Thus, Krattenmaker and Salop discuss the conditions under which an effective cartel is possible in a particular fact situation.24

4. Frankenstein Monster:25

The predator by removing restrained suppliers from the market may leave a concentrated market of unrestrained suppliers. These remaining unrestrained suppliers may be able to collude and fix prices. This raises rivals’ costs. The predator does not orchestrate the cartel. It creates an environment where the unrestrained suppliers are likely to form and operate a cartel on their own accord.

Under the last two scenarios suppliers increased the prices as an exercise of market power. Under Bottleneck and Real Foreclosure the predator’s purchasers cause the price of the input to rise even though suppliers are sufficiently numerous that no single seller can exercise market power.
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B. The Second Stage of the Model

No antitrust liability arises if a predator simply raises rivals' costs by any of the above four techniques. The cost raising strategy must give the predator power to raise its own price above the competitive level.

Krattenmaker and Salop identify key structural requirements that must exist before the above four techniques give the purchaser of the ER power over price.27

1. The input market must be a significant portion of the final product. If not, an increase in the price of the input is unlikely to lead to an increase in the price of the final product.

2. Competition from unexcluded rivals or potential entrants willing to supply additional quantities of their products cannot constrain the predator's power over price. It is not enough for a predator to raise the costs of a few of its rivals because there still may be numerous unaffected rivals who prevent the predator pricing supracompetitively.

If barriers to entry are low the predator will not be able to price supracompetitively, because supracompstonetive prices will attract new entry. Similarly, readily available substitutes cannot be available as these will prevent the predator pricing supracompetitively.

United States Courts have distinguished between “market power” and “monopoly power”. The Supreme Court has defined “market power” as “the ability to raise prices above those that would be charged in a competitive market”28 but has defined “monopoly power” as “the power to control prices or exclude competition”.29 Krattenmaker and Salop eliminate this distinction for their model. They define both market and monopoly power as “the ability to raise prices above levels that would be charged in a competitive market”.30 They distinguish between two methods of exercising market power. A firm may increase price by decreasing its output - it may control price (classical market power) or it may increase price by raising rivals' costs thereby causing those rivals to decrease their outputs (exclusionary market power).

Krattenmaker and Salop argue that classical market power does not explain RRC and the consumer welfare effects of RRC. If a predator is able to keep prices level when otherwise they would fall, classical market power will not exist yet consumer welfare will suffer because the predator has power over price.31

Considerable consumer welfare effects arise if the predator has raised rivals' costs and consequently achieved the ability to price supracompetitively. If the predator can retain exclusionary rights that raise rivals' input costs, productive inefficiency will result. The current suppliers of the input will have reduced their production of the input resulting in higher prices in the input market. If no alternative sources of supply are available, production of the needed input simply may be reduced with consequent higher prices and reductions in production efficiency. Resources previously used to make the needed input will be directed elsewhere, resulting in less than optimal allocation of production resources.32 Consumers of the ultimate product will pay higher prices. Some consumers will not buy
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the product and buy less satisfactory substitutes. Consumers that still buy the products will pay a higher price and have less money to buy other inputs they might otherwise acquire.

Thus, a successful RRC strategy will result in inefficiencies in the allocation of resources at the production stage and inefficiencies in the allocation of resources at the consumption stage.34

Once the plaintiff has established the two elements, the exclusionary conduct is illegal - subject to a possible efficiency defence. Krattenmaker and Salop do not take a position on this. If a court permitted such a defence it would ask "whether the conduct generated any significant offsetting efficiency benefits of cost savings that can only be achieved by permitting the exclusionary practice".35 If so, a court would not condemn the predator's conduct.

Exclusive dealing is a paradigm RRC scenario. I shall apply the model to a New Zealand case: Fisher & Paykel Limited v Commerce Commission.36 Before doing so I shall examine the economics behind exclusive dealing and the case law. This will help assess the validity of the RRC model to exclusive dealing. It also helps assess whether the RRC model condemns bad practices and allows good ones.

III. ECONOMICS OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING

Exclusive is a vertical restraint of trade. It occurs when one or more distributors agree to buy only from one supplier and not to carry other suppliers' products for the agreement's duration. A requirements contract is a special type of exclusive dealing agreement. Here, the distributor agrees to buy exclusively from the supplier and the supplier agrees to supply all of the distributor's needs for the product. By itself exclusive dealing has no effect on intrabrand competition. Although when accompanied by a policy of selective distribution or resale price maintenance it may do so. Intrabrand competition occurs between distributors of the same product. Unlike most other types of vertical restraint exclusive dealing affects interbrand competition. This is competition between suppliers and distributors of different products. Exclusive dealing can have both pro and anticompetitive effects. I shall examine both.

A. Procompetitive Effects

1. Stimulate Distributors

The most common reason advanced for exclusive dealing is to stimulate distributors to sell more of the supplier's product. By only dealing in one supplier's product, the distributor will promote that product more intensively and effectively than if it had numerous suppliers. Exclusive dealing secures the distributor's attention and effort to one brand. As Richard Steuer explains, the distributor becomes an advocate for the product rather than simply a conduit.37
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2. Protection of a Supplier’s Property Rights

Professor Geoffrey Walker, in a seminal article, first fully developed the property rights rationale for exclusive dealing. At virtually the same time, Professor Howard Marvel provided a similar analysis. The thrust of the argument is as follows: a supplier wishes to sell as much of its product as possible and to do so, it provides the distributor with special services. These include: advertising, technical and sales training, management systems, start up capital, architectural plans, site selection, merchandising plans, facilities to demonstrate the product, product design and after sales service, including repairs. These services make the distributor more effective in selling the supplier’s products. They also create more sales for the distributor, but they are expensive. Generally, the supplier charges the cost of these services by incorporating them into the wholesale price. However, this can cause a problem if the distributor sells products for the supplier’s competitors. The competitors may not supply these services, and therefore, their prices will not be as high, or if they are, they will offer the distributor a larger margin. The services the supplier provides, may attract customers into the distributor’s shop. The distributor takes advantage of the services and persuades the customer to buy a substitute product - which offers the distributor a higher margin. The substitution does not harm the distributor’s reputation and sales. Exclusive dealing protects the supplier’s property right and the services it provides, by preventing the distributor taking a free ride on the supplier’s services and investments. It prevents distributors from using the supplier’s investments to promote the supplier’s competitors’ products. Similarly, it prevents competitors who have not provided the services, from using the distributor and taking a free ride. If competitors and distributors can free ride, the supplier is less likely to provide these services. The services attract customers, and exclusive dealing ultimately allows for greater consumption than normal.

Reputation is another property right a supplier can protect through exclusive dealing. A supplier will invest and create a uniform reputation among distributors, if it can capture the value of that reputation. It will not do so if its competitors can free ride and share the benefits of its investment. Professor Gregory Frasco notes exclusive dealing is not the only way of solving the problem and protecting a supplier’s property rights. An alternative is to charge the distributors for the benefits they receive. For example, the supplier could demand a percentage of all sales revenue or a lump sum fee from the distributor for all brands the distributor sells which benefit from the supplier’s investment. The problem with this is it is likely to lead to large administrative problems. If the distributor pays a royalty system, it has the incentive to misreport sales. Such a system will also be very expensive to monitor.
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3. **Reduce Costs and Business Uncertainties**

Exclusive dealing may reduce the costs of distribution for both suppliers and distributors and protect them from business uncertainties.\(^{44}\) Exclusive dealing may enable the supplier and distributor to engage in long-term planning. The distributor has an assured source of supply. This is important in periods of fluctuating demand, as it helps eliminate the costs of selling and buying. Suppliers with an assured distributor can have smaller product runs. Another cost saving is that it decreases the number of distributors the supplier has to deal with. The U.S. Supreme Court in *Standard Oil Co. of California v U.S.*\(^{45}\) recognised this. Justice Frankfurter noted exclusive dealing may assure a steady supply, give protection against increases in demand, enable long-term planning on the basis of known costs and obviate the expenses and storage in the quantity necessary for a product having a fluctuating demand.\(^{46}\) Exclusive dealing can also lead to lower input costs for suppliers. Smaller buffer inventories are necessary and the parties can share them among themselves. These cost savings may well help a new entrant into the market.\(^{47}\)

Exclusive dealing can also lead to greater exchange of information - not only between suppliers and distributors, but also, between the distributors themselves. The problems and solutions one distributor encounters, may be used by all. Distributors are more likely to exchange information if they are not going to use it to sell competitors’ products. Similarly, a supplier is likely to provide management assistance if the distributor only sells its products. In this way the entire distribution systems act as one and they become more efficient. The whole system can run more generally and efficiently respond to supply and demand variations.\(^{48}\)

4. **Protect the Product’s Quality and Reputation**

Exclusive dealing may ensure a supplier’s product’s quality and reputation. Chard notes that a product’s quality varies with its safety, durability, and reliability.\(^{49}\) A product’s quality may be difficult to inspect on purchase and may only be discernible after purchase. A supplier will consider that after-sales services are important in ensuring the product’s quality. If a product goes wrong after purchase, a customer may have difficulty in deciding who was at fault - the distributor or supplier. The distributor could cut back on pre and post sales servicing of the product, and the customer may blame the supplier. This can impair the supplier’s product’s reputation and/or harm sales by other distributors. Thus, the supplier could insist on exclusive dealing. This enables the supplier to monitor the distributor and ensure the distributor services the product adequately. A distributor who has an exclusive dealing contract and who is subject to being terminated if it provides inadequate servicing, may be induced to provide a greater supply of services. In its report on the LPG
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industry, the British Monopolies Commission found that exclusive dealing improved safety, as it enabled suppliers to better control their distributor’s storage and handling of LPG cylinders. The LPG cylinders’ safety and reputation for safety were important to suppliers. Suppliers did not want their cylinders to be associated with cylinders from rival suppliers, whose safety standards were not as high as their own. Professor John Chard notes the following conditions are necessary for this hypothesis to be valid and effective.

1. The distributor must be able to influence a product’s quality.
2. The consumer must be able to perceive differences between products.
3. The consumer cannot ascertain quality before he or she buys. Also, brand names must help the consumer ascertain quality.
4. It is more effective for the supplier’s brand name to be used as a signal for quality than the distributor’s. If consumers rely on distributors to signal quality, the supplier does not need to control the distributor’s behaviour.

Exclusive dealing can help maintain quality in other ways. If a distributor carries many brands, it may substitute (by mistake or not) one supplier’s part into another supplier’s product. This can decrease reputation and safety. Chard gives the example of LPG cylinder consumers fitting inappropriate cylinders to their gas appliances. Suppliers could insist on their distributors undertaking strict operating procedures to prevent this. However, exclusive dealing is cheaper. Not only safety is at issue, but also reliability. As mentioned above, a distributor may under-invest in pre and post sale services that affect quality.

5. The Keeping of Trade Secrets

Steuer notes that exclusive dealing can help a supplier keep trade secrets and other confidential information from competitors.

6. Prevention of Opportunistic Behaviour over Specialised Investments

Professors Benjamin Klein, David Crawford and Armen Alchian argue exclusive dealing prevents opportunistic behaviour by users of specialised assets or investments. An investment is specialised if its value is highly specific to a particular firm. Its next best use is less than its value to the particular firm. These specialised investments include:
(a) machinery made for a particular firm’s business,
(b) locating refining facilities for a raw material near extraction operations.

A firm may make specialised investments in another firm. The other firm may threaten to contract with a third party, unless the firm which has made this specialised investment accepts the value of the specialised investment at its next best use, or at a quantity just enough to cover variable costs (i.e. its opportunity costs) - whichever is the greater. Exclusive dealing prevents this and protects specialised investments. These specialised investments may also result in cost savings.
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Klein et al give the example of General Motors and Fisher.\textsuperscript{57} G.M. hired Fisher to make car bodies. Fisher had to invest in G.M. specific car bodies. Once Fisher had invested, G.M. could decrease its purchase price to Fisher's opportunity costs in making car bodies. As the bodies were specific to G.M., this would be very low. To prevent this, Fisher required G.M. to enter into an exclusive dealing contract with it (i.e. buy its car bodies only from it). The exclusive dealing contract eliminated G.M.'s alternative, and prevented G.M. from buying bodies from anyone else if Fisher didn't lower its price once it made the bodies.

7. Monitoring Effectiveness

Dr Lynn Shishido-Topel has developed an alternative explanation for exclusive dealing. She claims her explanation shows how exclusive dealing enhances efficiency.\textsuperscript{58} She analyses exclusive dealing under the model of the supplier as principal and the distributor as the supplier's agent. She says that in normal principal-agent relationships, the principal is unable to monitor its agents' efforts perfectly. The principal hopes its agent will act so as to maximise the total income of the principal and agent. As the principal cannot perfectly monitor the agent, the agent can provide less service than it contracted to provide. This can occur more often, when the agent deals with more than one principal's product. As mentioned above, if the agent does this, it can affect the principal's product quality. This affects the principal's sales and reputation. It would also seem to affect the agent's sales as well. Shishido-Topel argues the agent will find the skimping of services beneficial, as the principal cannot perfectly monitor the agent and the latter could spread the costs of it so acting over other agents. For example, an agent who skimps will decrease sales of the principal's product, but will still benefit if other agents share the decrease in sales of the principal's product. Product quality and consumption will fall below socially optimal levels. Exclusive dealing enables better monitoring and thus, means agents will more likely provide the services at the socially optimal level and protect product quality.

8. Lower Prices

As mentioned above, exclusive dealing can lead to improved efficiency in the distribution of products. This is a form of productive efficiency. The supplier chooses exclusive dealing because it allows cost savings and improvement of quality at a lower cost than would be the case without exclusive dealing. The supplier passes these efficiencies on to consumers as lower prices. This is especially so with small towns with only one or few retail shops. Retailers in these small towns are monopolies and can charge consumers a monopoly price. To get these retailers to enter into exclusive dealing contracts, suppliers must offer these retailers something extra. The something extra is lower prices. Economic theory suggests retailers will pass some of these lower prices on to consumers.\textsuperscript{59}
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9. Helping Small Suppliers

Exclusive dealing may help new market entrants become established. As mentioned above, exclusive dealing can stimulate distributors to greater efforts in selling a supplier’s product.\(^{60}\) This is especially worthy when a new entrant faces established suppliers. Exclusive dealing can also lead to the preservation and deconcentration of markets.\(^{61}\) It may also stop concentration in markets where large firms are expanding.

B. Anticompetitive Effects

1. Foreclosure

The primary anticompetitive concern over exclusive dealing is foreclosure. Exclusive dealing may foreclose the access of a supplier’s rivals and potential rivals to distributors. Thus, the rival suppliers cannot find distributors for their products. However, the trouble with this argument is that every supply contract excludes competitors in the sense that competitors cannot carry out the transactions which the supply contract specifies.\(^{62}\) Not every exclusive dealing contract will lead to anticompetitive foreclosure. One must consider a number of factors to determine whether exclusive dealing effectively forecloses competitors.

(a) Alternative Methods of Suppliers Distributing Products\(^{63}\)

This is the most important factor. For exclusive dealing to be anticompetitive, rival suppliers cannot have alternative methods of distributing their product, i.e. the elasticity of supply from alternative sources must be low. If suppliers can distribute their products in other ways, the anticompetitive foreclosure of exclusive dealing decreases. A supplier may be able to find alternative methods of distribution in a number of ways. It can use distributors who have never sold the product before. It can establish new distributors. It can use new methods of distribution, such as mail drops or door-to-door selling.\(^{64}\)

(b) Size of Supplier

Exclusive dealing is more likely to lead to effective foreclosure if the supplier using it, has a large market share. The larger the share, the more distributors it can tie into exclusive dealing. Professor Oliver Williamson believes exclusive dealing can only be anticompetitive in the case of structural dominance, or in a tight oligopoly.\(^{65}\) He defines structural dominance in a market as where the dominant firm’s market share is at least 60 percent and market entry is not easy.\(^{66}\)
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(c) Number and Nature of Distributors the Exclusive Dealing Covers

The larger the number of distributors, the exclusive dealing covers, the more likely foreclosure is to be anticompetitive. This is especially so, if the distributor is a dominant firm. However, Steuer notes the simple percentage of distributors foreclosed is not an adequate means of assessing anticompetitive effect.\(^6\) One has to measure the percentage of sales those distributors account for. That an exclusive dealing contract forecloses 25 percent of distributors does not necessarily mean that rival suppliers are foreclosed from reaching 25 percent of consumers. The foreclosed distributors may have more or less than 25 percent of sales. Sales percentage alone is not enough. One has to take account of consumer loyalty to the distributor.\(^6\) Some distributors have more consumer loyalty than others. Consumers will stay with these distributors if they switch to another supplier’s product via exclusive dealing. Thus, exclusive dealing is likely to foreclose these distributors from rival suppliers.

Closely related to loyalty is the effectiveness of the distributors foreclosed.\(^6\) Some distributors are more effective than others. If the supplier enters into an exclusive dealing contract with these, the distributors left for rival suppliers will be lower quality and less effective. Thus, foreclosure will be greater.

One has to consider whether the distributor is a wholesaler or retailer.\(^7\) Retailers have more consumer loyalty than wholesalers. Foreclosure will be more effective if retailers are subject to exclusive dealing than wholesalers.

(d) Prevalence of Exclusive Dealing in the Market

Exclusive dealing is more likely to lead to anticompetitive foreclosure, if the industry concerned has a trend to exclusive dealing.\(^7\) This is especially so, if the supplier level is tightly concentrated and all suppliers use exclusive dealing.

(e) Type of Product

One can divide products into shopping products and convenience products.\(^8\) With shopping products, consumers shop around before they buy. They compare different brands and prices before buying. If a distributor has only one brand, consumers will look elsewhere before buying. Foreclosure of distributors is not likely to be effective if shopping products are involved.

Convenience products are products which consumers buy where they first find them, without comparing price or other brands. They do so, either because they are perishable or cheap. Exclusive dealing in these products is more likely to result in anticompetitive exclusion.

(f) Length of the Exclusive Dealing Agreement\(^9\)

The longer the exclusive dealing agreement, the more effective foreclosure will be. However, short agreements can result in effective
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\(^{72}\) Steuer, op cit, n 37, at 121-123.
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foreclosure if other suppliers have no alternative ways of distributing their products.\textsuperscript{74}

(g) Presence of Economies of Scale

Shishido-Topel has noted that: “[e]conomies of scale and distribution or supply together with rivals having insufficient demand to support outlets alone can allow exclusive dealing to become a relatively reasonable way of foreclosing competitors.”\textsuperscript{75}

Professor Frederic Scherer has argued:

“[t]he automobile industry provides the clearest example of this last case. There are moderate economies of scale in retailing. Established brands are able to have a good sized exclusive dealership even in relatively small towns and the opportunity to sell a well accepted make is attractive to would be dealers. Therefore, the largest producers have first pick among candidates and can engage the most able ones. This in turn gives G.M. and Ford a lasting product differentiation advantage, for auto buyers flock in disproportionate numbers to the authorised parts and service in both large and small cities. This may influence the car purchase decisions of mobile customers. Lack of an extensive first rate sales and services network is one of the reasons why Studebaker-Packard was forced to discontinue passenger automobile production, why foreign cars have a difficult time penetrating the U.S. market and why A.M. and to a lesser degree Chrysler have not found it easy to build up and sustain their sales volume. If all formal and informal pressures toward exclusive dealing in automobiles could be eliminated and if a sufficient number of dealers were willing to take on additional makes, competition from smaller and foreign automobile producers would be greatly stimulated.”\textsuperscript{76}

The foreclosure effect will only be long lasting if there are substantial economies in production.\textsuperscript{77} If not, rival suppliers can sell first in larger markets. If they are successful there, their product will then penetrate smaller towns. The excluded suppliers may be able to defeat the foreclosure effect due to economies of scale by banding together, to take advantage of economies of scale in retailing, and selling their products together in alternative outlets. The events of history and the success of the Japanese have overtaken Scherer’s concern about the inability of foreign automobiles to enter the United States market.

Thus, many factors contribute to whether an exclusive dealing contract leads to foreclosure. One has to analyse each exclusive dealing contract on a case by case basis. However, it seems exclusive dealing will never lead to truly effective foreclosure as foreclosure of distributors will lead to an increase in demand for distributors which will attract new entrants.

2. Entry Barriers and Raising Rivals’ Costs

Exclusive dealing can raise entry barriers to rival and potential rival suppliers.\textsuperscript{78} The factors that are relevant in assessing foreclosure effects are relevant in assessing whether exclusive dealing raises entry barriers. While as mentioned above, exclusive dealing may not achieve truly effective foreclosure, it can raise entry barriers. It does so by raising rivals’ costs. It

\textsuperscript{74} D Bok, “The Tampa Electric Case” (1961) Supreme Court Review 267 at 272.
\textsuperscript{75} Shishido-Topel, op cit, n 41, at 31.
\textsuperscript{78} Strasser, op cit, n 40, at 984-990.
can force new entrants, at either the supplier or distributor level, to compete at both levels, i.e. force new entrants to become vertically integrated. This is likely to be prohibitively expensive.

3. Reducing the Demand Rival Suppliers and Distributors Face

Frasco argues that incumbent distributors and suppliers can use exclusive dealing to reduce the demand for rivals’ products. This is anticompetitive because if a firm succeeds in decreasing the demand for its rivals’ product, then the demand for the firm’s product (in the absence of new entry) will increase, as well as its capacity to earn profits.

Frasco argues a firm can do this by its exclusive dealing contracts having staggered expiry dates. He uses two related models to show this. The first model has the following assumptions in the case of a potential entrant:

1. There are a number of existing exclusive dealing contracts between upstream and downstream producers.
2. The exclusive dealing contracts have different expiry dates.
3. Producing the product subject to exclusive dealing entails a range of increasing returns to scale.
4. Entering the market at supplier and distributor level is prohibitively expensive, compared to entry at one level.

From assumptions one and two, a potential entrant only has part of the market demand available when it chooses to enter. The structure of the model forces losses upon new entrants for a certain number of time periods (corresponding to the expiration of the exclusive dealing contracts) after entry. The existing distributors and suppliers establish the expiry date of the exclusive dealing clauses so as to hinder entry, to whatever extent maximises their own present value.

In the second model, assumptions one, two and three remain, but four goes. Frasco shows that the existing suppliers can give the existing distributors the incentive to stop decreasing quantity of output even if entry at both supplier and distributor were to occur. The existing suppliers do so by structuring the charge for their products to distributors such as to leave distributors with a suitable low average variable cost. Suppliers do so by dividing the charge for the product into two components, one a relatively low per unit price and two a relatively high lump sum. Knowing that existing distributors will not decrease their output discourages entry.

Professors Frank Matthewson and Ralph Winter argue exclusive dealing can decrease demand in the case where the market can profitably support more than one brand of product, but where one brand is much more popular than others. If distributors have the choice of selling the popular brand exclusively or selling all brands, the distributors may choose to do the former as they see it being more profitable. Suppliers of the popular brand could use exclusive dealing as a way of keeping rival brands off the market, thus decreasing their demand.

80 Ibid.
4. Price Discrimination

Exclusive dealing may lead to price discrimination. Professor Lester Telser notes that: "[e]xclusive dealing may be a necessary adjunct of a price discrimination scheme." Some consumers may value a product more than others and thus be prepared to pay a higher price for it. That product may have two uses. First, its use in a competitive market and second, it can be substituted for a second product in a less competitive market. The supplier may therefore wish to charge a price above marginal cost for use of the product in its first use, but below its marginal cost in its second use in the less competitive market. The supplier price discriminates amongst different classes of consumer for the second use. This would not work if consumers could buy the first product from other sources, or if the supplier did not have a monopoly in this second market. Thus, exclusive dealing can exploit but not create market power. Whether this is anticompetitive depends on how one views price discrimination.

5. Increased Collusion

Commentators believe that exclusive dealing can lead to collusion at either supplier or distributor levels. They argue that widespread exclusive dealing amongst suppliers limits the number of distributors, which makes collusion easier because of the fewer numbers. Fewer numbers makes it easier to detect cheating. Professor Kurt Strasser comments exclusive dealing alone does not seem likely to establish a supplier cartel or interdependent pricing. Suppliers who have exclusive dealing contracts with their distributors have a partial indirect influence over price. The supplier sets a wholesale price which can have some influence on the retail price the distributor sets. Two other characteristics of exclusive dealing make the collusion more possible:

1. If a supplier increases its wholesale price, the distributor cannot easily switch to other suppliers of the product.
2. The exclusive dealing as a restraint can lead to fewer competitors, which can decrease the likelihood of price competition and making cheating more detectable.

Strasser notes that these characteristics are not overwhelming but they can increase the potential for exclusion by collusion.

Exclusive dealing and resale price maintenance together are more likely to help collusion. Exclusive dealing makes it difficult for distributors to change suppliers. The resale price maintenance lowers the probability of price cutting by making it easier to detect. Some commentators see the relationship between exclusive dealing and resale price maintenance as a quid pro quo one. The suppliers decrease current price competition in the distributor's market by resale price maintenance in return for providing a
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more secure market by exclusive dealing. The resale price maintenance prevents the distributors from price cutting to increase sales. This decreases the supplier’s incentive to decrease wholesale price. Exclusive dealing prevents suppliers from trying to obtain special treatment from selected distributors over other suppliers via secret price cuts. The exclusive dealing also stops suppliers attracting distributors from other suppliers via secret price cuts. The exclusive dealing thus, increases the probability of detecting cheating. How great a threat this all is is questionable, as certain conditions have to apply for a durable cartel and it appears that exclusive dealing with resale price maintenance is the exceptional rather than the usual resale price maintenance situation. Telser argues: “[B]oth practices are needed to make effective collusion among the suppliers.”

6. Decreased Consumer Choice

Exclusive dealing arguably decreases consumer choice by making comparison shopping more difficult. Consumers who wish to compare brands and see whether price differences are justified cannot make a considered decision as easily, if exclusive dealing exists. This is more so, if the consumer has only one distributor in his or her town. However, if the product is a shopping product, the consumer is more likely to go into other centres where the choice is available. One also has to trade off the decrease in choice for small town consumers against the exclusive dealing allowing lower prices.

7. Increased Price for Some Consumers

Exclusive dealing, as mentioned above, leads to suppliers supplying special services to distributors. These may initially increase the cost of the product. However, they can lead to greater sales, which results in ultimately cheaper prices. However, not every consumer values these special services. Consumers who want the product without these special services cannot buy it. Exclusive dealing means the product comes with these special services or not at all. Bork argues the: “[t]echnology distribution ... [does] not allow the preferences of both groups of customers to be met, [i.e. those who value services and those who do not] - ... a manufacturer will choose to satisfy the largest number”. This is the efficient thing to do.

Thus, exclusive dealing has both pro and anticompetitive effects. The general economic view is that its advantages outweigh the negatives and the anticompetitive effects only exist in certain conditions. I now turn to the legal treatment of exclusive dealing.
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IV. LEGAL TREATMENT

A. United States Law

Three statutes govern exclusive dealing in the United States. Section 3 of the Clayton Act prohibits exclusive dealing where such arrangements’ effect: “may be to substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in any line of commerce”.98 Section 3 only applies to “goods, wares, merchandise, machinery and supplies of other commodities”.99 Section 1 of the Sherman Act100 and Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act101 cover exclusive dealing which does not fall within the Clayton Act. The Sherman Act prohibits exclusive dealing when it restrains trade. The Section 3 and Section 1 standards are now viewed as identical.102 Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act prohibits exclusive dealing contracts if they are “unfair methods of competition”. Exclusive dealing’s legal history has varied widely. Professor Milton Handler notes: “the law’s treatment of exclusive dealing arrangements has had a long history marked by sharp swings of the pendulum from extreme positions both of legality and invalidity.”103

Initially, under both the common law and the Sherman Act, courts viewed exclusive dealing as benign.104 Congress enacted the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act, in part to counter this.105 The first key Supreme Court case was Standard Fashion Co. v Magrane-Houston Co.106 Standard manufactured dress patterns. Margrane-Houston ran a retail dry goods shop in Boston. Standard contracted with Margrane to supply patterns on the condition Margrane, inter alia, did not sell any other patterns. Standard controlled 40 percent of the 52,000 pattern agencies in the United States. Together with its three major competitors it controlled 90 percent of pattern agencies. Exclusive dealing contracts covered most agencies. Margrane breached the exclusive dealing contracts. Standard sued. The Supreme Court held the contract breached s.3 of the Clayton Act and thus, the contracts were unenforceable. The Court found it relevant that Standard controlled 40 percent of the market. It imposed a market dominance standard, which prohibited relatively large firms from using exclusive dealing. If they did, it would lead to market foreclosure. Subsequent courts however, upheld exclusive dealing if the market share foreclosed was not sufficient to lessen competition.107 They also took into account other economic factors.108 Thus, the courts employed a rule of reason approach and evaluated the competitive effects of exclusive dealing.109
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This changed in *Standard Oil of California and Standard Station Inc. v United States.*\(^{10}\) Standard was the largest seller of petrol in the western area (made up of five states) of the United States. It sold 23 percent of total petrol in the area - of which 6.7 percent was sold under exclusive dealing. It controlled 16 percent of the retail market. Its six leading competitors sold 42.5 percent of total petrol sales through service stations. These competitors also used exclusive dealing. Over 70 other companies supplied the balance of the petrol. The United States Government challenged Standard’s exclusive dealing contracts under s.3 of the Clayton Act. The issue was whether showing that a “substantial portion” of the relevant market was affected breached s.3, i.e. did this mean that the exclusive dealing contract’s effect “may be to substantially lessen competition”.\(^{11}\) In essence, the issue was whether the standard then applying to tying arrangements applied to exclusive dealing. Justice Frankfurter, in the majority opinion, noted that tying agreements “... serve hardly any purpose beyond the suppression of competition”.\(^{12}\) He then stated that exclusive dealing could be economically advantageous to both buyers and sellers and thus, to consumers. He noted that this seemed to require courts to evaluate exclusive dealing’s competitive effects on a case by case basis. He then held that such an evaluation was beyond the competence of courts. He held that s.3 was satisfied “by proof that competition has been substantially foreclosed in a substantial share of level of commerce”.\(^{13}\) He concluded that Standard met this test. Commentators called this a quantitative substantiality test.\(^{14}\) It meant that exclusive dealing breached s.3 if a significant dollar value of sales had been foreclosed to competitors. Justice Jackson dissented, claiming the majority’s test established a per se rule.\(^{15}\) He agreed that an exclusive dealing clause which foreclosed 6.7 percent of the market amounted to a substantial share of the market. However, he believed this alone did not breach s.3. He believed courts can and should weigh the benefits to competition from exclusive dealing contracts against their detriments. He pointed at the advantages of exclusive dealing in this case. These were the advantages that Justice Frankfurter had identified.\(^{16}\) Justice Douglas also dissented on the basis that invalidating the contracts would lead to more harmful alternatives, viz; the large firms entering the retail market by vertical integration and eliminating the small firms.\(^{17}\)

Commentators have severely criticised Justice Frankfurter’s opinion.\(^{18}\) Not only was it contrary to precedent and s.3’s legislative history,\(^{19}\) but it also ignored economics. Professors Thomas Krattenmaker and Steven Salop argue Justice Frankfurter disclaimed the relevance of the only possible antitrust problem (the impact on competition), ignored a procompetitive explanation for the contracts (they were efficiency enhancing) and focused on a competitively neutral fact (the substantial amount of commerce involved).\(^{20}\)
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As Justice Jackson noted, the majority opinion virtually imposed a per se ban on exclusive dealing. A plaintiff only had to prove the exclusive dealing contract foreclosed a significant dollar volume to rival stock. Whether exclusive dealing affected the ability of rivals to compete was irrelevant.

However, this changed in *Tampa Electric Co. v Nashville Coal Co.* Tampa was a public electric utility. Nashville was a coal company. Tampa contracted with Nashville for Nashville to supply all of Tampa's coal requirements for 20 years. Tampa could only buy from Nashville, while Nashville could only sell to others after it had fulfilled Tampa's requirements. Nashville stopped supplying, claiming the requirements contract breached the antitrust laws. Although the contract foreclosed $128 million of coal sales, the Supreme Court held that it did not breach s.3 of the Clayton Act. The contract only foreclosed 0.77 percent of the relevant market. However, the Court did not base its decision on market share. It established a three-part test for assessing exclusive dealing under s.3 of the Clayton Act:

1. The Court must identify the relevant product market to determine the line of commerce affected.
2. The Court must identify the relevant geographic market.
3. The competition which the exclusive dealing foreclosed must constitute a substantial share of the relevant market, i.e., "the opportunities for other traders to enter into or remain in the market must be significantly limited".

This was not a statistical test of market share. The Court held that to determine the standard of foreclosure one had to analyse, "the relative strength of the parties, the proportionate volume of commerce involved in relation to the total volume of commerce involved in the relevant market area and the probable intermediate and future effects of the agreement on effective competition in the market". By doing so, the Court rejected the *Standard Oil* test and substituted what commentators called the qualitative substantiality test. In essence, the Court introduced a broad rule of reason enquiry. While it gave a list of relevant factors to assess exclusive dealing contracts, it provided no guide on how to rank them or link them with anticompetitive effect.

In *F.T.C. v Brown Shoe Co.*, the Supreme Court held the Tampa standard did not apply to s.5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. The F.T.C. ruled that Brown Shoe (then the U.S.'s second largest shoe manufacturer) had entered into exclusive dealing arrangements with 650 retail shoe shops in the United States. This, the F.T.C. claimed, breached s.5. The Supreme Court affirmed, stating the F.T.C. had broad powers to prevent practices "which conflict with the basic policies of the Sherman and Clayton Acts even though such practices may not actually violate these laws".

The next, and perhaps most important case is not an exclusive dealing case, viz; *Continental T.V., Inc. v G.T.E. Sylvania.* This involved territorial
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restrictions and location clauses. The facts are unimportant here. The Court rejected the *U.S. v Arnold Schwinn & Co.* doctrine, that nonprice vertical restraints are per se illegal. The Court held that nonprice vertical restraints could promote competition by enhancing efficiency. They could also restrain competition. Thus, they deserved careful analysis on a case by case basis. The Court said one had to balance the harms and benefits of each vertical restraint. It explicitly focused on what the economic purpose and effect of the challenged vertical restraints were or were likely to be. It did so more rigorously than previously. Thus, the Court applied a broad rule of reason standard. The importance of *Sylvania* to exclusive dealing is that lower courts now employ the *Sylvania* rule of reason to exclusive dealing. Some do not even quote *Tampa.*

*Beltone Electronics Corp.* shows how important *Sylvania* has been. Beltone was a manufacturer of hearing aids. It had exclusive dealing arrangements with 7-8 percent of the United States hearing aid dealers. The dealers accounted for 16 percent of sales. The unanimous Federal Trade Commission opinion did not rely on the number of outlets foreclosed in deciding - instead it undertook a full rule of reason enquiry. The Federal Trade Commission stated "a proper analysis of exclusive dealing arrangement should take into account, market definition, the amount of foreclosure in the relevant market, the duration of the contracts, the extent to which entry is deterred and the reasonable justification of any for the exclusivity". It held exclusive dealing only breaches s.5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, if on balance there is a "probably adverse effect on interbrand competition". It found no breach. *Beltone* shows the Federal Trade Commission will undertake a searching approach in evaluating exclusive dealing.

A minority of the Supreme Court revisited exclusive dealing in *Jefferson Parish Hospital District No. 2 v Hyde.* This concerned a five-year exclusive contract between a hospital and a group of anaesthesiologists. The majority viewed and decided the case as involving tying. The concurring minority treated it as exclusive dealing as well as tying. Justice O'Connor stated:

"In determining whether an exclusive dealing agreement is unreasonable, the proper focus is on the structure of the market for the products or services in question - the number of sellers and buyers in the market, the volume of their business and the ease with which buyers and sellers can redirect their purchases or sales to others. Exclusive dealing is an unreasonable restraint on trade only where a significant fraction of buyers or sellers are frozen out of a market by the exclusive dealing."

The opinion concluded the exclusive dealing contracts, which foreclosed 30 percent of the market, were reasonable as they did not freeze anyone out of the market.

Judge Posner provided the next significant analysis of exclusive dealing in *Roland Machinery Company v Dresser Industries, Inc.* His analysis is consistent with the Federal Trade Commission's searching approach in
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Dresser. Dresser manufactured farm machinery. Roland was a large construction equipment dealer in Illinois. Dresser and Roland entered into an exclusive dealing agreement. Either party could terminate the agreement on 90 days notice. Roland then agreed to sell products made by Komatsu, one of Dresser’s rivals. Komatsu was the second largest manufacturer of construction equipment in the world. Dresser sought to end its agreement with Roland. Roland sought and obtained an injunction at first instance. The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals reversed. While Judge Posner’s comments on exclusive dealing were obiter, he announced a two-part test for exclusive dealing to breach s.3 of the Clayton Act. A plaintiff must show:

1. Exclusive dealing actually foreclosed at least one significant competitor from the relevant market.

2. The probable (not certain) effect of the exclusion will be to raise prices above (and therefore decrease output below) the competitive level. “He must show in other words that the anticompetitive effects (if any) of the exclusion outweigh any benefits to competition from this.”

Judge Posner held the exclusive dealing here, did not breach s.3. It was of short duration. Competitors in the relevant market could easily establish their own distributors. He emphasised the procompetitive effects of exclusive dealing. It leads distributors to promote each manufacturer’s brand more vigorously, it lowers quality adjusted price and it prevents distributors and rival manufacturers from free riding on manufacturer’s effort on brand promotion.

Thus, United States courts undertake a rule of reason analysis in evaluating exclusive dealing. Once they have identified the relevant market, they examine a number of factors in determining the legality of the exclusive dealing. One must emphasise United States courts undertake a full enquiry. No one of the following factors by itself will be determinative.

1. The Percentage of Market Foreclosed

Historically, courts have found exclusive dealing reasonable with market shares of less than 20 percent. As the percentage foreclosure share rises beyond 20-30 percent the probability of courts finding violations increases. However, courts are increasingly blessing market foreclosure of over 40 percent. Indeed, one court found no violation when the defendant had an 80 percent market share.
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2. Duration of Agreement

The shorter the agreement, the more likely a court will find it reasonable. The length of an agreement is important as some courts will not invalidate the contract as a whole, but will rather decrease its length. Judge Posner has held that, “exclusive dealing clauses terminable in less than one year are presumptively lawful”. However, it is only a presumption.

3. Ability to End an Agreement

Closely related to the agreement’s duration, is the ability to end it easily. If the parties can end it without reason, on short notice, courts will likely hold that it is reasonable.

4. Nature of Purchaser

A retailer needs to show a greater level of foreclosure resulting from exclusive dealing than a wholesaler does.

5. Ease of Entry

The easier it is for firms to enter the market, the more likely courts are to uphold exclusive dealing. High entry barriers make it more likely that a court will invalidate.

6. Presence of Alternative Distribution Channels

If alternative distribution channels exist and enable a supplier’s competitors to reach the market, the courts are more likely to find the exclusive dealing reasonable.

7. Type of Product

Courts will most likely uphold exclusive dealing if it involves a shopping product.
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8. Use of Exclusive Dealing by Competitors

Courts may view exclusive dealing less favourably if a supplier's competitors use it. However, widespread use is not determinative. 152

9. Actual Competitive Impact

Generally, courts require proof that exclusive dealing has harmed competition before finding exclusive dealing unlawful. 153 Courts have examined the link between the exclusive dealing contract and the alleged antitrust harm for antitrust injury standing. 154

10. Procompetitive Effects and Justifications

Courts will consider the justifications and procompetitive effects a defendant claims flow from an exclusive dealing contract. 155 The courts expressly consider any prevention of free riding claims. 156

11. Seller's Market Power

Courts increasingly will not invalidate exclusive dealing unless a seller possesses market power. They do so because a seller without market power cannot cause any anticompetitive harm. 157

B. Canadian Law

Section 31.4(2) of the Combines Investigation Act used to govern exclusive dealing in Canada. In 1985 the Canadian Legislature enacted the Competition Act. Section 77 of that Act now governs exclusive dealing. However, the two provisions are virtually identical. The first Canadian exclusive dealing decision was *Director of Investigation v Bombardier*. 158 This involved the Combines Investigation Act. Bombardier produced snowmobiles. It was the only Canadian manufacturer. However, there were no tariffs on imports. The other manufacturers were Japanese and American companies. Bombardier had 30 percent of all the North American sales, 60 percent in Quebec and 40 percent in Ontario. It entered into exclusive dealing contracts with its distributors. The distributors agreed not to carry Bombardier's rivals' products. The contracts lasted for a year. The Restrictive Trade Practices Commission upheld the exclusive dealing. The
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Commission held Bombardier was a major supplier. It stated that the essential question in determining whether Bombardier’s exclusive dealing substantially lessened competition was whether Bombardier’s rivals were able to find a sufficient number of dealers to market their product.\(^{159}\) It held Bombardier’s rivals could and that entry into the retail market was easy and therefore the exclusive dealing did not impede rivals. It held so because only relatively low numbers of sales were necessary to maintain a snowmobile distributorship. Distributors could supplement this business by carrying complementary goods and services. There was also a considerable turnover of distributors. Most communities had more than one distributor. However, some communities only had a Bombardier distributor. The Commission admitted that the easiest way for Bombardier’s rivals to enter these communities was to have Bombardier distributors carry their product or “dual”.\(^{160}\) It conceded that until Bombardier’s rivals obtained their own distributors consumer choice was reduced. However, it held that once the rivals obtained their own distributors consumer choice was greatly increased. Consumers then had a choice of product and distributors. Thus, exclusive dealing ultimately leads to an increased number of dealers in an area and thus actually increases competition.\(^{161}\)

Dr Geoffrey Takach says this shows that the Commission recognises that some exclusive dealing situations, rather than merely not lessening competition, actually have the positive effect of encouraging it.\(^{162}\) The Commission also held that it was easy for Bombardier’s rivals to obtain their own distributors.\(^{163}\)

The other significant Canadian case is *Director of Investigation and Research v Nutra Sweet Co.*\(^{164}\) Nutra Sweet manufactured aspartase, a sweetener used in soft drinks. Canada authorised aspartase use in 1981. In 1987, Nutra Sweet’s patent expired. Nutra Sweet was responsible for all U.S. and Australian sales (where a patent still applied). It had 80 percent of the market in Europe and 95 percent in Canada. It had 65 customers in Canada - although five percent of the customers purchased approximately 84 percent. The only other supplier was Tosoh, who had five percent of the market. Tosoh started production in 1987, when the Nutra Sweet’s patent expired. Nutra Sweet then entered into one year requirements contracts with its customers. Nutra Sweet bought some of its aspartase from a Japanese company called Aijinimoto. Aijinimoto had agreed not to enter the North American market until 1996. Nutra Sweet’s requirements contracts were subject to (inter alia) the following conditions: a “meet or release” clause, this required Nutra Sweet to release a customer from its contract if the customer received a more favourable offer which Nutra Sweet refused to meet; a “most favoured nation” clause. This guaranteed a customer “the lowest price paid by any customer for an equivalent volume”.\(^{165}\) When this happened, the customer received a rebate cheque for the difference at the
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year’s end. Nutra Sweet also supplied customers a discount (of up to 40 percent) if customers used the Nutra Sweet name on packaging and advertising. This meant customers had to pay substantially more if they did not qualify for the discount. In essence, Nutra Sweet offered a monetary incentive to use its aspartase. The Competition Tribunal held Nutra Sweet had breached both the s.77 (Exclusive Dealing) and s.79 (Abuse of a Dominant Position) provisions of the Competition Act. Discussing s.77 the Tribunal noted:

“The exclusivity in [Nutra Sweet’s] contracts, which includes both the clauses reflecting the agreement to deal only or primarily in Nutra Sweet brand aspartase and the financial inducements to do so, impedes ‘toe-hold entry’ into the market and inhibits the expansion of other firms in the market. Since exclusive use and supply clauses appear in virtually all of [Nutra Sweet’s] 1989 contracts and thus cover over 90 percent of the Canadian for aspartase, it is clear that during the currency of those contracts there is little room for entry by a new supplier”.

The Tribunal held that the meet or release clauses dissuaded entry and that they discouraged rivals from submitting bids. It emphasised the anticompetitive elements of the fidelity rebates associated with the use of the Nutra Sweet logo. It also considered the evidence of customers that they were reluctant to switch from Nutra Sweet and go to Tosoh. However, the Tribunal did not reconcile this with the fact that two of Nutra Sweet’s customers, Cadbury Schweppes and Stafford Foods had switched to Tosoh.

Again, the case seems to show a benign attitude to exclusive dealing. Nutra Sweet’s market share was huge. It had the advantage of enormous economies of scale and distribution of up to one third of the world’s production. The discount and use of the Nutra Sweet logo were extremely relevant in finding a breach of s.77. Indeed, the Tribunal indicated that the contract’s term might not be anticompetitive, were it not for the effect of the long term use of the logo on entry conditions in the future.

C. Australia

Section 47 of the Trade Practices Act governs exclusive dealing. Section 47(2)(d) prohibits the practice where it has the purpose or is likely to have the effect of substantially lessening competition. Ford Motor Co. of Australia Ltd is the leading case in Australia. Ford held about 22 percent of the Australian market for new vehicle sales. It controlled sites accounting for 45 percent of its total sales. It had exclusive dealing contracts with 14 percent of its dealers. It applied to the Trade Practices Commission for authorisation of its agreement. The Trade Practices Commission denied authorisation. Ford applied for review to the Trade Practices Tribunal. The Tribunal also denied authorisation. It held that foreclosure of 14 percent of dealers impeded entry for Ford’s current and potential rivals. It noted that 86 percent of other dealers were not available to rivals because many of them might be unwilling to acquire another franchise. It also found the exclusive dealing lessened the degree of competition between dealers. The Tribunal found that by eliminating the agreements, Ford would lose 1-5 percent of the market share. The Tribunal concluded the agreement thus resulted in the
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substantial lessening of competition. It rejected Ford’s procompetitive benefits of the agreements, viz; greater efficiency, the prevention of rural monopolies, the demonstration of relative efficiencies between different distribution systems, dealer assistance, increase in Australian employment, product improvement and improved product service. The Tribunal held Ford did not prove these or show they flowed from the exclusive dealing arrangement. While accepting the exclusive dealing arrangement maximised Ford’s sales, the Tribunal held this did not mean it benefited competition.171

Benefiting the strongest supplier was irrelevant in assessing the effect on competition. The Tribunal found Ford’s exclusive dealing contracts had anticompetitive effects, viz; constriction of dealer freedom and an elimination of side by side selling.172

Commentators have severely criticised this decision.173 Because Ford controlled sites accounting for 45 percent of its sales, the exclusive dealing agreements only foreclosed 12 percent of total market sales volume. How is this significant? It is certainly far below the foreclosure percentage courts have found detrimental in the U.S. and Canada. Why is a possible loss of 1-5 percent a substantial lessening of competition? If it is, very little exclusive dealing will escape condemnation. The decision is delphic in its reasoning. As David Shannon has asked, what did the tribunal mean by saying:

“In reaching our conclusion that the lessening of competition resulted from the restriction in substantial, we have placed considerable weight on the significance of Ford in the motor vehicle industry. We would have arrived at the same conclusion without the experts giving any evidence of the loss of market share by Ford in the event of the restrictive provision being removed.”174

As Shannon notes, in fact, the Tribunal failed to indicate any alternative basis on which it could have concluded the degree of lessening of competition was substantial.175 One must also wonder why the Tribunal found that 86 percent of the non-Ford dealers were potentially unavailable to Ford’s rivals. If Ford’s rivals offered a superior product, which would mean more sales for dealers, the dealers should have been willing to shift. The Tribunal did not consider in any great detail how easy it was for Ford’s rivals to establish new outlets. Presumably the number of dealers was not finite.

However, as both Shannon and Dr James Farmer Q.C.,176 have noted, perhaps the only explanation for the decision is the lack of involvement of economists. Ford called no economic evidence and its lawyers thought up all economic arguments.

V. APPLICATION OF THE RRC MODEL TO FISHER AND PAYKEL

In this part I propose to analyse Fisher & Paykel v Commerce Commission177 using the RRC model.

Fisher and Paykel (F&P) is the leading manufacturer and distributor of whiteware in New Zealand. By 1990 it was New Zealand’s only whiteware

---
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manufacturer. The winds of the free market blew through New Zealand in the 1980’s and from 1987 the government exempted all Australian whiteware from import licensing and abolished tariffs. The government abolished import licenses from whiteware from other countries and reduced tariffs to 10 percent by 1996. This led to increased competition in the whiteware market. F&P was still the major player with approximately 80 percent of the market. F&P had an exclusive dealing contract (EDC) with its dealers, which it had used for 40 years. The EDC required dealers not to stock or sell other manufacturers’ whiteware. The EDC was terminable by either party on 90 days notice. F&P had 204 franchised dealers who sold through 450 outlets. There were approximately 800-850 New Zealand outlets which sold whiteware. In 1987 F&P applied to the Commerce Commission for an authorisation, which involved determining, inter alia, whether the EDC breached s.27 of the Commerce Act 1986. In 1989 the Commission, by a majority held the EDC did. F&P appealed. Various parties joined the action. The High Court (Barker J and Mr R G Blunt) held the EDC did not breach s.27.

The primary issue in the case was “does the EDC between F&P and its retail dealer outlets have the effect of substantially lessening competition in a market for the distribution and sale to retailers of white goods?” All parties agreed the market was New Zealand-wide. All the parties, the experts, the Commission and the High Court accepted that the EDC could breach s.27 if it raised F&P’s rivals’ costs. They disagreed whether it did. While the experts posed an RRC question, none expressly adopted Krattenmaker and Salop’s model.

Under the RRC model the first issue is to determine what RRC scenario could be involved. There are four possibilities.

1. Bottleneck

This requires the retailers not to be equally efficient, or some of the retailers to be more important or advantageous to manufacturers. Examples would be the only shop in town or a well regarded chain of shops throughout the country. If F&P purchased an exclusionary right (or entered into an EDC) from such retailers, this would leave rivals facing higher input prices and thus, higher costs. This requires the demand of F&P’s rivals to be large relative to the number of unrestrained sellers. It requires the unrestrained retailers to be unable to expand their capabilities. It also requires high entry barriers to the retail market to prevent new retailers entering and meeting the rivals’ increased demand for quality retail space.

2. Real Foreclosure

This requires F&P to have acquired an ER (or entered into an EDC) from such a large percentage of retailers that the market price for the supply of the remaining space is driven up, so increasing rivals’ costs. Again, this requires the demand of F&P’s rivals to be large, relative to the number of unrestrained retailers. It requires the unrestrained retailers being unable to

178 Section 27 provides: (1) “No person shall enter into a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, containing a provision that has the purpose, or has or is likely to the effect of substantially lessening competition in a market. (2) No person shall give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement, or understanding that has the purpose, or has or is likely to have the effect, of substantially lessening competition in a market”.
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meet the rivals’ demand. It requires high costs of expansion and high entry barriers to potential entrants to the retail market.

3. Cartel Ringmaster

This requires F&P, after having acquired an ER (entered into an EDC) from a large percentage of retailers, to orchestrate a cartel among the remaining unrestrained retailers to increase prices for F&P’s rivals. This leads F&P’s rivals facing increased input costs and thus higher costs. This again requires F&P’s rivals’ demand for retail space to be large relative to the number of unrestrained retailers. It requires entry to the retail market to be difficult, as cartel pricing would readily attract new entrants. It requires the number of rivals to be small, to make it likely that F&P could orchestrate a cartel. 180

4. Frankenstein Monster

This requires F&P to have acquired an ER (entered into an EDC) from a large percentage of retailers, leaving the unrestrained retailers so concentrated, they could form a cartel and charge F&P’s rivals cartel prices. Once again the rivals would have higher input costs and thus, higher costs. This again requires high entry barriers to prevent new entrants attracted by the cartel prices. Again the number of unrestrained retailers must be small to make a cartel likely. 181

To summarise, the scenarios require the following conditions to be met before the rival’s costs are raised:

Bottleneck and Real Foreclosure will require:
(a) The existing unrestrained retailers being unable to meet F&P’s rivals’ increased demand for retail space.
(b) The existing unrestrained retailers facing high costs of expansion to meet the rivals’ increased demand.

Cartel Ringmaster and Frankenstein Monster require:
(a) The number of existing unrestrained retailers to be small to make a cartel likely.

All four require:
(a) Significant entry barriers for potential entrants into the whiteware retail market.

The next issue under the RRC model is to determine what scenarios were actually involved.

No one could possibly suggest that either the Cartel Ringmaster or Frankenstein Monster scenarios were involved. Counsel for the Commerce Commission and F&P’s rivals did not. There were more than 400 unrestrained retailers. It would take a truly heroic effort by F&P to orchestrate such a large cartel. Similarly, the unrestrained retailers would have to collude to an unprecedented degree to form a cartel by themselves. Such a cartel would fly apart extremely quickly after forming - if one was ever formed. 182 The two scenarios that were possibly in play, were Bottleneck and Real Foreclosure.
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1. Bottleneck

It was alleged and a majority of the Commission agreed that there were prime positions for retail outlets and F&P had tied up the greater proportion of these. F&P’s rivals’ counsel described these as best quality or key retailers and also as chain or department stores. 183

2. Real Foreclosure

Again, by virtue of having EDCs with the key best and quality retailers, one can argue F&P had employed the real foreclosure model. Similarly, tying up 400-500 out of 800-850 retail outlets is real foreclosure.

Identifying a possible RRC scenario is not enough to establish that F&P had raised its rivals’ costs. One must examine the input (here, whiteware retail shop) market.

The above two scenarios only raise rivals’ costs if:
(a) The existing, unrestrained retailers cannot meet F&P’s rivals’ increased demand for retail space.
(b) The unrestrained retailers cannot expand to meet the increased demand (i.e. it is prohibitively expensive for them to do so).
(c) High entry barriers exist in the retail whiteware market which prevents new retailers entering to meet the increased demand.

The High Court did not use the RRC model but found the above conditions were not met. It held the supply of suitable retail space throughout New Zealand was relatively elastic. Existing retailers could expand their capacity relatively inexpensively by converting existing shop floor space to selling whiteware. This meant the existing retailers already had the ability to meet F&P’s rivals’ increased demand. They could also expand by building new retail space relatively inexpensively. Entry barriers for new entrants were not high as it was also relatively inexpensive to enter the retail whiteware market. It was also easy for restrained F&P dealers to terminate their exclusive dealing agreements and switch allegiance to F&P’s rivals. Thus, under the RRC model, F&P’s rivals could not establish the first limb of Krattenmaker and Salop’s test. The exclusive dealing contracts did not significantly and substantially raise rivals’ costs. This conclusion depends upon it being relatively inexpensive for rivals to expand and for new entrants to enter. (This requires empirical testing.) The majority of the Commerce Commission thought differently184 about it being inexpensive for rivals to expand and for new entrants to enter. It expressly found the EDC significantly raised F&P’s rivals’ costs of distribution. Why the difference? One can only agree with Professor Benjamin Klein’s (one of F&P’s expert witnesses) view who noted:

“I believe the majority of the Commission failed to appreciate the Fisher and Paykel exclusive dealing arrangement had not the effect of creating commercially insurmountable entry barriers to competing whiteware suppliers by preventing them from obtaining adequate retail distribution of their products.”185

A court applying the RRC model would stop here. It would not consider whether F&P had power to price above the competitive level. The case is
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silent on whether F&P could charge supracompetitively. If a court were to analyse the second limb, it would examine the output market and consider the following:

(a) The extent of competition from F&P’s rivals.
(b) The effect of potential rivals, i.e. whether supracompetitive pricing would attract new entrants.

In assessing this, a court would consider whether there are high entry barriers to the output market. It appears there were not, given that there was no import licensing and that Australian imports faced no tariff barriers and non Australian imports were only facing temporary tariffs. Indeed, F&P’s rivals success at entering the market shows the barriers were not insurmountably high. Thus, F&P’s rivals would not meet the second limb of the RRC test.

It is ironic that Professor Klein who employed an RRC-like analysis did not consider the second limb. He thought the exclusive dealing contract did not raise F&P’s rivals’ costs but he did not require a showing of market power. However he said: “Exclusive dealing arrangements have anticompetitive effects only if they lead to the exclusion of rivals by prohibitively raising rivals’ costs of the critical input”. Presumably, if rivals’ costs were raised prohibitively market power would flow from that.

Finally if the High Court had held the exclusive dealing contract raised rivals’ costs and allowed F&P to price supracompetitively, Krattenmaker and Salop’s model would possibly allow an efficiency test. A court would consider whether the exclusive dealing clause prevented free riding and switch selling. If so, a court would consider whether preventing these justified the exclusive dealing contracts. The High Court considered efficiency justifications in determining whether the exclusive dealing clause breached s.27. Under the RRC model, a court only considers efficiency justifications after the two limbs of the model are met.

VI. CONCLUSION

A court using an RRC model would not condemn F&P’s exclusive dealing contract. The first limb is not met as the exclusive dealing contract did not significantly and substantially raise rivals’ costs. The model seems a useful analytical tool and provides a coherent economic analysis of exclusive dealing. The model considers everything the High Court, using traditional analysis, did. The High Court has been indirectly criticised for, inter alia, not providing adequate principles which subsequent courts could follow when analysing exclusive dealing. Arguably, the RRC model provides such principles and a strong economic underpinning of the case. It offers a more coherent and tightly structured method of analysis than the High Court’s traditional analysis. It does not condemn good practices nor bless bad ones. The case shows the model is not the simple two-stage test Krattenmaker and Salop suggest. Each of the two stages has several independent steps. The weakness of the model is that it does not sufficiently take account of efficiencies. Courts balance the pro and anticompetitive effects of exclusive
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dealing under s.27. Efficiencies play a large part in this. However, under the RRC model they are only considered at the end. It appears New Zealand courts could usefully employ the model in analysing exclusive dealing.